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Question 

 

 

Answer 

1.  If an Apprentice attends college on a weekly basis can the EPA 

be in the college? 

Yes. 

 

2.  Is there additional support or time allowance for Apprentices 

with learning difficulties or social barriers? 

Access to Assessment requirements still applies. 

 

3.  Is a copy of the Apprentices ID okay rather than the original? Yes as long as it is clear. 

4.  What happens if the Apprentice does not bring their 
photographic ID on the day of the EPA? 
 

If there are concerns over the validity/identity of the Apprentice 
the IEPA may cancel the EPA. 

5.  Can we arrange for our EPAs to be taken jointly with another 

training provider to lower the cost? 

Yes, but each centre would need to make their own EPA 

registrations and bookings – for funding purposes. Once 

bookings/reservations are completed – the centres would then 

need to contact the EPA team and they would combine the 

learners. However City & Guilds would ask both centres to book 

on the same day. 

6.  Could you clarify that an Apprentice can complete their EPA in 

their own salon/workplace?  

EPA environment 

The end-point assessment can take place at the employer’s salon, 

a training provider’s salon or a college’s salon. As far as reasonably 

practicable the location of end-point assessment should match 

conditions of a real work environment.  
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7.  Do I have to register my Apprentice with an approved centre 

for EPA? 

No. 

 

8.  Do you have a list of approved venues? No, Apprentices can be assessed in their own salons or within a 

college or Training providers own RWE. 

9.  Could a member of staff that the apprentice has worked with 

be with them in the salon? 

There needs to be a designated person on the day of EPA, but it 

should not be there Assessor or anyone that has been involved 

with their training and assessment. 

10.  Can EPA be carried out in the Apprentices salon? Yes, EPA can be done in-house, but only if the salon has a clearly 
separated area where the Apprentice will not be disturbed and can 
operate under exam conditions e.g. no assistance provided and no 
risk of collusion or support. 

11.  Does the Apprentice get a breakdown of their results? Yes, they will get a “Statement of Achievement” from City & 

Guilds which will state the grade for each of the themes and 

technical skills and the overall certificate from the IFA.  

12.  If the Apprentice achieves a “Pass” can they resit to achieve a 
higher grade? 
 

No – this requirement has been set by the Steering group. 

13.  If the Apprentice fails one part of the EPA, can they just resit 
the area they didn’t achieve? 
 

No – they would need to resit the whole EPA. 

14.  If the Apprentice fails can they resit? 

 

Yes. 

15.  Will the IEPA feedback to the Apprentice on the day re the 
grade. 
 

No – IEPAs will not give any feedback directly to the learner either 
during or after the assessment. 
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16.  When will the Apprentice find out their grade? Their grade will be available to the employer/training provider via 
the Walled Garden within 20 working days.”  
 

17.  Are resits charged at the same fee as the first EPA? 
 

Yes.   
 

18.  Can an assessor from the centre be present during the EPA and 

take photos? 

No, there needs to be a designated person on the day of EPA, but 

it should not be there Assessor. 

19.  Can grading criteria be shown to Apprentices & Employers? Yes, they should be fully aware of what they need to do to achieve 

a good grade. 

20.  Can Barbers be assessed with Hairdressers? Potentially, but this will have to be requested through the EPA 

team.  

21.  If an Apprentice fails the EPA, can they use the same client 

again for the resit? 

No the resit must be on a different client.  

 

22.  Does the EPA need to be on a paying client? No.' 

23.  What would happen if the Apprentice didn’t follow correct 
health & safety practices and procedures during the End‐Point 
Assessment (EPA)? 

Should an apprentice fail to follow correct health and safety 
practices and procedures during practical assessment, the 
assessment will be stopped by the IEPA and the apprentice advised 
of the reasons why.  It is at the discretion of the Independent End‐
point Assessor (IEPA) to confirm whether the End‐Point 
Assessment can restart. 

24.  Can open toed shoes been worn by the Apprentice? 
 

No, this would be a fail under “Ways of Working” for wearing open 
toed shoes, as this would be a breach of health & safety. 

25.  Can the Apprentice have an assistant during the EPA? 
 

No, however, there can be a receptionist present to meet and 
greet clients, make refreshments etc. 
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26.  Does the Apprentice need to complete a consultation sheet? 
 

No, as this doesn’t reflect what happens in industry. 

27.  Can additional time be given to the Apprentice if they are 
running behind and will not complete the assessments within 
the allocated time? 
 

No. The maximum time for barbering is 3 hours and hairdressing 6 
hours. This will be down to the discretion of the IEPA in liaison with 
the EPA team. 

28.  Are the Apprentice’s breaks included in the 6 hours? 
 

No reasonable breaks can be given to the learner i.e. lunch, water 
breaks etc. 

29.  Can male clients be used for the Hairdressing EPA? Yes, as long as they meet the full requirements.  
 

30.  When do oral questions take place? Oral questions will be asked after the practical assessment has 
been completed, these will take place in a private area and will be 
linked to each Apprentices clients, any influencing factors that 
have been taken into account, techniques and products used 
during their EPA.  

31.  Do they need to wear gloves for basic 

shampooing/conditioning? 

No, not unless the apprentice needs to due to any skin conditions. 

32.  Can they bring their own brushes/scissors to an EPA? Yes. 

33.  Does it matter how an Apprentice holds a hair-dryer? 
 

The hairdryer should be held as per the purpose it has been 
designed for, otherwise they will fail under “Ways of Working”. 
 

34.  Can added hair be used when doing hair up? Yes, as long as it is prepared on the day of the EPA within the 6 

hours allocated time. 

35.  If the apprentice cuts their finger do they fail the EPA? No, as long as they deal with it in the correct way, if held 

incorrectly this will be a fail under “Ways of Working”. 

36.  Can texturising scissors and or razors be used on the restyle? Yes. 

37.  Do gloves need to be worn when using an open cut razor? Yes, otherwise they will fail under “Ways of Working”. 
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38.  What is classed as a “creative restyle” A creative restyle changes length and shape and incorporates a 

range of different cutting techniques. 
39.  Do gloves have to worn when carrying out the colour service? 

 
Yes. If the learner gets any colour product on their skin when 
applying, during or removing the colour, then they have failed 
under “Ways of Working”. 
 

40.  Do the apprentices need to do a strand test before removing 

all colours? 

Yes. 

41.  Can 'gloves in a bottle' be used as acceptable PPE Yes, as long as their hands are fully protected. 

42.  Could the two colouring services be carried out on the same 
client? 

Yes, the two techniques could be combined on the same client or 
could be on two separate clients, but a minimum of two different 
products must be used, one woven highlights (needs to be woven 
to the roots) and one other colouring technique.  
 

43.  Could a learner use boards to foil with on an EPA? Yes, as long as they are still using foil or meche and weaving to the 

roots. 

44.  Can a spatula be used for the woven highlights? No, this is a pulled through technique, they must secure the 

woven highlights using foil/meche etc. 

45.  How long before for skin testing? Could the client arrive with 

the skin test done 48 hrs prior so it could be physically checked 

on the day of EPA? 

It will be checked by the IEPA and should be in line with MFI. 

 

46.  The Apprentice has no evidence that their client has been skin 

tested. Can the assessment still take place? 

No, there needs to be evidence in place that the IEPA can verifier 

prior to EPA commencing. 

47.  What evidence will the apprentice need of a skin test? Client record card/details. 
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48.  Do sponges have to be used during the shaving service  Yes, this is part of the range that needs to be covered. 

49.  Do hot and cold towels need to be used during the shaving 

service? 

Yes, this is part of the range that needs to be covered. 

50.  Can a microwave be used instead of a hot towel machine? Yes. 

   


